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          Read the sentences. Circle the word that goes in the sentence.  Then write it on the line. 

1.  I want a kitten more than ___  . another anything 

2.  If ___   I could have a kitten. only other 

3. You ___   ask your mom. should stay 

4.  I will ___   her a letter. wrong Write  

5. I ___   how to feed my kitten. knew know 

      Match pictures to the words.            Spelling words: circle the one that is spelled correctly. 

1.  The kittens                      _____ kitten in a pot.                              

2.   The cat                          _____are in a box.                     

3.   The kitten is                  _____chased the mouse. 

4.   This is a                         _____playing with the string. 

1. came cam ceme 

2. gat  gate gete 

3. feet fet feat 

4. kow knet know 

5. lap lak lake 

1. bows     

2. toast 

3. beach  

4. coat 

5. feet 

6. sheep 6. teke take tak 

             Look at the pictures. Then match the sentences using the numbers. 
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  Read the sentences. Circle the word that goes in the sentence, then write it on the line. 

1. ____   kittens are all black. Then  Those 

2.   The mama cat ____   quickly. moved move 

3.  Lee’s  kitten hid in his____    . room right 

4.  Lee had a bad ____   . drop dream 

5. Flora ____   on his quilt.  wasn’t Weren’t 

TTTT Write   I  or  me   in the blanks.    Things that Grow put a G.    Not Grow  NG 

     Circle Write the  vowel sounds for the pictures.  a   ai   io   i   

 

1.   ___ like to go to the park. 

2.    Will you go with _____? 

3.   Dad will help Lee and ____. 

4.   Dad and ____ will help Lee. 

1. carrot ____ 

2. house ____ 

3. book ____ 

4. cat ____ 

5. boy ____ 

6. rock ____ 

7. moon ____ 

8. dog ____ 

 

1. ch ___ ___  n  

2.  l__ __ n    

3.   f____ re 

4.   pl____ te 

  

5.  c____ ne 

6.  t____ e 

7.  n___  ___ l 

8. pl____ y 
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       Read the sentences. Circle the word that goes in the sentence. Then write it on the line. 

1. He ____   his feet under the quilt. more moved 

2.  He ____   his fingers. with wiggled 

3.  Flora didn’t try to ____   them. catch come 

4.  Lee didn’t ____   where Flora was. know knew 

5.  You ____   try to look for her. sight should 

   Circle the verbs  in the sentence.      Circle verb and write it on the   lines.      

    Add vowel   a   or   i,  Then   using the numbers- match the word to the picture. 
1. r ____ ke 

2. ____ ce 

3. t ____ ger 

4. w ____ ve  

5. m ____ ze 

6. h ____ y 

7. k ____ te 

8.  wh ____ le  

 

     
1. Hank walked home. 

2. Mrs. Martin baked a cake. 

3. Jimmy played on the swing. 

4. Pat drank a glass of water. 

5. The puppy chased his tail. 

  eat    run    bee   day   walking 

1_________        

2__________        

3__________        
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     Read the sentences. Circle the word that goes in the sentence.  Then write it on the line. 

1. __        didn't want to go to the zoo with us. They  Them 

2.  ____   came to see my kitten. They  Them 

3. Frogs feel cold when you touch____   they  them 

4. I gave each of  ____    a turn. they  them 

5.  Amy and Ann wish ___   had long red hair. they  them 

         Spelling:  Circle the misspelled words.                 Same : Match words that go together. 

 

1. (Is,   Are,   Am)   you Mary's sister? 

2. I   (is,   are,    am)     going swimming sometime during the summer. 

3. When we    (was,    were)     camping, we took a bath in the river. 

4. John's mother   (is,    are,    am)    not going with us. 

 

1. me 

2. mean 

3. baen 

4. bean 

5. baet 

6. fet 

7. saop 

8. raod 

9. boat 

10. midle 

11. schol 

12. wiggle 

1. bow 

2. cat 

3. rain 

4. frog 

5. please 

6. ham 

___eggs 

___lizard 

___thanks 

___snow 

___arrow 

___dog 

            Circle  the correct verb:   
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